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Abstract
Training a robot that engages with people is challenging, because it is expen-
sive to involve people in a robot training process requiring numerous data
samples. This paper proposes a human path prediction network (HPPN)
and an evolution strategy-based robot training method using virtual human
movements generated by the HPPN, which compensates for this sample ineffi-
ciency problem. We applied the proposed method to the training of a robotic
guide for visually impaired people, which was designed to collect multimodal
human response data and reflect such data when selecting the robot’s ac-
tions. We collected 1,507 real-world episodes for training the HPPN and
then generated over 100,000 virtual episodes for training the robot policy.
User test results indicate that our trained robot accurately guides blind-
folded participants along a goal path. In addition, by the designed reward to
pursue both guidance accuracy and human comfort during the robot policy
training process, our robot leads to improved smoothness in human motion
while maintaining the accuracy of the guidance. This sample-efficient train-
ing method is expected to be widely applicable to all robots and computing
machinery that physically interact with humans.
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evolution strategy, human-robot interaction
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Figure 1: Procedural overview of our training method for a robotic guide. We first train
a human path prediction network with a limited number of episodes, and then train
the robot policy using numerous virtual episodes generated based on the human path
prediction network. The trained robotic guide is validated through a user test to guide
users along the given goal path.
1. Introduction
One of the most important advantages that robots provide to human
society is complementing the limited sensory abilities of users and providing
them with valuable information. The use of a robotic guide, which offers
navigational aid to users with a visual impairment, clearly illustrates this
benefit. Most people with a visual impairment have difficulty moving freely
in an unfamiliar space. In the absence of visual recognition, users can rely
on the directional guidance from a robotic guide and achieve a safe route
without being disrupted by unknown obstacles. In addition, this type of
assistive robot is highly valuable owing to its wide range of uses, including
assistance to blind and elderly people who have degraded visuo-motor skills
and guidance for people from visually blocked locations, such as during a
disaster.
For robots engaging with humans, such as robotic guides and other types
of cooperative robots, the ability to understand the user’s behavior, i.e.,
social intelligence, is essential [1, 2, 3]. This allows robots to take more
sophisticated movements without reducing their usability and allows users
to perceive more credibility from the robots. In particular, when following
a robotic guide, the human trajectory is determined differently from person
to person, since it depends on a personal gait and a personal reaction of
the guidance. Therefore, a robotic guide with such social intelligence can
accurately predict a user’s movement and guide the user to follow a precise
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path. This ensures the safety of blind people even in narrow and crowded
places. Furthermore, robot actions based on a user’s behavioral model can
lead to an increased usability of a robotic guide by inducing smooth user
movements and avoiding movements that put stress on the user’s muscles,
such as during an abrupt turn.
In the past, such social intelligence was provided to the robot through
a hand-crafted model [4], however, recent advances in deep-learning-based
computing methods may help provide robots with more advanced intelli-
gence. Based on the significant progress made in vision applications and
speech recognition using models with a deep neural network structure, neural-
network-based methods have been applied to robot manipulation tasks, where
the robot operates alone. Traditionally, reinforcement learning (RL) meth-
ods, which gradually develop the agent to take an optimal action by provid-
ing the degree of success regarding their action, have been exploited to train
robots to perform various tasks. In addition, evolution strategy (ES) meth-
ods, which find the optimal policy parameters for robots through a black box
optimization process, have recently been treated as an alternative approach
to the RL methods. By involving a neural network in an RL or ES method,
recent studies have demonstrated improved results for training agents in the
fields of robot locomotion [5], object grasping [6], emotion recognition [7],
game playing [8], and autonomous driving [9].
However, there are critical problems in applying robot training meth-
ods in real-world situations, particularly in situations in which humans are
required to engage with the robots. The following two major problems are
posed. First, considerable amounts of time and spatial resources are required.
Although RL and ES methods are effective in finding the optimal action of a
robot, they have a sample inefficiency because they require numerous “trial
and error” processes. A typical agent training using deep RL methods re-
quires millions of data samples [6, 5], making it practically impossible to
collect such a large number of data samples, particularly when an individual
should participate with a robot. As a second problem, it is difficult to ensure
the safety of the human partner participating in the training process. The
robot’s movements during the early stage of the RL or ES training period
will be unrefined because the robot must go through an “exploration” process
of taking various random actions and self-learning by checking the results.
Therefore, human involvement in such unpredictable robot movements can
cause discomfort to users, or more seriously, lead to a dangerous situation.
In this paper, we present the training method for a robotic guide to solve
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the above two problems, which is illustrated in Figure 1. Specifically, the
training method is based on our newly proposed human path prediction net-
work (HPPN), which predicts next human movements with regard to robot
actions. With our method, people are not involved directly in the robot
policy training, and instead we train the HPPN using the movement data
of the users following the robotic guide. Our HPPN can generate infinite
numbers of virtual human movements. Therefore, our robotic guide can be
trained using the ES method through the numerous self-simulations based on
the virtual human movements. Our HPPN is trained using only 1,507 move-
ment data, which is a feasible number to collect compared with the number
required for an RL or ES training method. In addition, our robot training
process is safe because the training dataset for an HPPN is obtained from
the general human guidance situation, and all inevitable “trial and error”
processes for robot training are enacted only through a virtual simulation.
One more advantage of our training approach is that we can set the
training direction of our robotic guide by shaping the reward, which is a
numerical score used to assess how well the agent performed. Using infinitely
generated data based on an HPPN, various types of intelligence of a robotic
guide pursuing different reward functions can be acquired. To demonstrate
this, in this study, we train robot polices using two different types of rewards:
one that pursues goal efficiency only and another that pursues both the
goal efficiency and comfortable movement of the user. In this study, the
smoothness of a human motion is used as an evaluation metric to measure
the user comfort, which can affect the robot’s usability as perceived by its
human partner.
To apply the proposed training method, we developed a robotic guide
testbed that aims to allow users to efficiently follow along a target path
without using their vision. The users consistently receive kinetic guidance
from the robot by holding the handle of the haptic device mounted on the
robot. In addition, our robotic guide testbed is designed to collect the user’s
multimodal response data to effectively predict the user’s next movement,
which is reflected in the robot’s next action. To validate our robotic guide
and training method, we conducted a user test in an indoor environment
using a motion capture system. We verified that the robot effectively guides
the user along the goal path based on the user’s actual path, and compared
the performance of our robot policies trained using the two reward types
above with the baseline policy.
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1.1. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a human path prediction network (HPPN) and a training
method for robots engaging with human partners based on the HPPN.
Our training method compensates the two critical problems: the sample
inefficiency and human safety problems.
• We develop a robotic guide testbed for blind people that collects mul-
timodal human response data and reflects such data in selecting the
robot’s action for precise guidance.
• We validate the proposed training method through a user test with
eight participants following a trained robotic guide. In addition, we
demonstrate that our method is effective in developing human-centered
robots by evaluating the smoothness of human motion as well as goal-
related metrics, such as time and accuracy.
2. Related Work
2.1. Robotic Aids for Blind Navigation
Over the last few decades, the need for safe navigation for people with a
visual impairment has been continuously raised. Since the pioneering devel-
opment of robotic aids for blind navigation, such as NavBelt [10] and Guide-
Cane [11], robotic assistive technologies have been steadily growing. NavBelt
is a belt-typed robotic device equipped with ultrasonic sensors, which pro-
vides information regarding the detected obstacles around the user through
acoustic feedback. Another type of robotic aid, GuideCane, is a mobile robot
moving ahead of the user. Similar to the NavBelt, it detects obstacles through
ultrasonic sensors and delivers the kinetic feedback to the user through an
attached cane. Subsequent studies on robotic aid have applied various forms
of robots using advanced sensors, such as radio-frequency identification [12],
laser scanners [12, 13, 14, 3, 15, 16], and depth cameras [17, 3, 18, 19];
however, such devices provide common functionalities, namely, obstacle de-
tection and avoidance [20, 12, 17, 3, 15, 16, 18] and guidance along a given
safe path [21, 22].
Recent artificial neural-network-based computing methods have been ap-
plied to the robotic guides, contributing especially to robot vision. Regarding
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obstacle detection functionality, Poggi and Mattocia [17] developed a wear-
able device that detects and classifies objects ahead of blind users from depth
images using the LeNet model architecture [23] based on a convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN). In [24], another wearable device was presented with the
aim of assisting the blind users in opening a door. Using a stereo camera, the
device detects the position of a doorknob and the hands of the users using
a CNN-based model, and delivers audio feedback regarding which direction
the users should move their hand. With regard to the function of guidance
of a user along a given path, in [21], a robotic guide dog was developed,
which recognizes a trail on the floor using a CNN-based deep architecture
and determines the next robot motion along the trail.
Despite the need for insight into human movements to guide users in
a precise and comfortable manner, such learning-based methods have rarely
been applied to analyze a user’s movements under the application of a robotic
guide. During the blind navigation process, it is a challenge to model hu-
man movements accurately because several studies have shown that human
movements are affected by several factors, such as the user’s acceptance of a
navigational aid [25], situational contexts [26], and environmental factors [27].
In [28, 29], researchers developed a behavioral model for users under the guid-
ance of a smartphone and a robotic guide, respectively, using the recurrent
neural network (RNN) structures. However, such behavioral models have a
limitation in that they are not reflected in practical guidance. For the case
of non-learning-based methods, in [3], a robotic guide was developed that
detects the user’s position using a depth camera and reduces the moving
speed to suit the user’s intention. However, one limitation is that the user’s
position data only applies to slowing and lifting the pace, regardless of the
guiding path.
Compared to the previous studies that did not properly reflect human
behavior to robot actions, our robotic guide uses a neural-network-based
model to predict human movements and reflects this prediction data to select
the next action of the robot for more precise and comfortable guidance.
2.2. Training of Autonomous Robots
With the development of artificial intelligence technology, there have
been significant achievements in training robots to perform complex tasks on
their own. RL algorithms have been perceived as a promising way to solve
such problems. Researchers have applied recent two popular RL paradigms,
an action-value (Q-value)-based approach [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] and a policy
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gradient-based approach [35, 36], to real-world robot manipulation tasks,
such as object picking [30, 31], door opening [32, 35], and robot locomo-
tion [36]. In addition to RL methods, recent studies have suggested that ES
methods can be an effective alternative for robot training [37]. Although ES
methods have an even lower sample efficiency than RL methods, ES meth-
ods are computationally efficient and have better exploration characteristics,
which can provide robustness in robot training. Accordingly, a covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [38], which is one of the
state-of-the-art ES methods, has been applied to robot tasks, such as the
locomotion of humanoid [39] and quadruped [40] robots.
As a problem with the RL and ES methods, struggling to collect large
amounts of data from real robots, researchers have attempted to acquire
training data from the virtual robot movements on a physics-based simula-
tor [35, 41, 42, 36]. These simulator-based approaches have inherent errors
between the simulation results and reality; however, researchers have suc-
ceeded in mitigating this problem by randomizing the simulation parame-
ters [41] or adapting the parameters through a few real-world rollouts [35].
For the case of robots working with humans, the sample inefficiency prob-
lem is still challenging because the collection of training data is more expen-
sive and there are no simulators that fully embody the unpredictable nature
of human behavior. Therefore, few studies applied RL or ES methods to
train the robots that collaborate with people. In [43], a humanoid robot suc-
cessfully learned when to extend its hand for a handshake with a human by
applying a deep Q-network method. However, the robot had a long training
period of 14 days, showing the sample-inefficiency problem. In [44], a data-
efficient approach was presented by modeling human interactions based on
Gaussian processes. Using the Q-learning method, the researchers trained a
robot to cooperatively control the position of a ball on a plank with a human.
However, it is hard to say that the human interaction was properly modeled,
because only about one minute of operation data by one participant was used
for modeling and the evaluation of the trained robot was performed through
the same participant.
In this study, we apply the CMA-ES method to train a robotic guide. To
solve the sample inefficiency problem above, the proposed HPPN is trained
using data obtained from 11 participants to model human movements and
produces numerous virtual human movements used in the ES method. Such
approach, i.e., modeling an environment with RNN-based structure and using
the generated data based on the environment model to train the agent, was
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Figure 2: Hardware overview of our robotic guide testbed.
first proposed by Ha and Schmidhuber [45] for training an agent in a gaming
environment. Their method, called the World Model, outperformed the state-
of-the-art RL methods by utilizing the hidden states of the RNN structure
to determine the next action of the agent. We recognized that the World
Model method is fully applicable to modeling humans engaging with robots.
Therefore, we transform the structure in [45] for use in multimodal human
response data from our robotic guide. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt in a real-world human-robot interaction scenario to model
human movements regarding the robot’s action based on RNNs, and train
the robot using the generated episodes from the RNN-based human model.
3. Robotic Guide Testbed
Our robotic guide is designed to guide the user to walk along a goal
path by continuously delivering kinetic feedback to the user. Accordingly, as
shown in Figure 2, we mounted an Omega.7 haptic device (Force Dimension)
on a Stella B2 mobile robot (NTREX, Inc.). To use our robotic guide, the
user is instructed to grasp the handle of the haptic device, and therefore the
movements of the robot can be transmitted to the user directly through the
haptic device. Another issue of our robotic guide design is the acquisition
of multimodal human response data according to the robot’s movements.
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As the first measurement data, a backward-facing Xtion 2 RGB-D camera
(ASUS) is mounted on our robotic guide and captures the depth image of the
user’s torso at a pixel resolution of 640 × 480. For the second measurement
data, we record the kinetic force input of the user from the haptic device.
To quantitatively measure the force exerted on the robot, we apply a spring
system that returns more strongly to the origin as the handle of the haptic
device moves away from the origin. Specifically, we set the handle to move
only in a 2D horizontal plane, and a 2D spring system toward the origin with
a spring constant of 500 N/m is implemented in the haptic device. While
using the robotic guide, the multimodal human response data are collected
every 250 ms, i.e., four times a second. In addition, our robotic guide is
equipped with a laptop computer, which controls the mobile robot and the
sensors, motion capture markers for precise tracking of robot movements,
and a power bank for powering the haptic device.
4. Robot Training Method
4.1. Procedure
Through our robot training procedure, the participants do not directly
participate in the robot’s RL- or ES-based learning process, which requires
numerous data samples and cannot guarantee the safety of the users from
the robot’s trial-and-error process. Instead, the participants are instructed
to follow along various normal movements of our robotic guide, and we train
the HPPN using the collected dataset. Among the training dataset, the
depth image data have much larger dimensions than the other data types.
Therefore, instead of using the depth data directly to train the HPPN, we
extract low-dimensional latent feature vectors from the depth images using
a variational autoencoder (VAE) [46]. Accordingly, we train the VAE in ad-
vance using the depth images in the training dataset, and the HPPN is then
trained using robot actions, human haptic data, and compressed depth data
as input values. The HPPN can act as a simulator providing the expected
human path, given only the action sequence of the robotic guide. Using the
HPPN-based simulator, we train the optimal policy parameters for deter-
mining the next action of the robotic guide that best meets our goal using
the CMA-ES algorithm. To summarize, our training method is applied in
the following order:
1. Obtain a dataset of the users following the robot that guides them
through various paths.
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2. Train the VAE using the depth images in the dataset.
3. Train the HPPN using the dataset, including the latent feature vectors
extracted using the trained VAE.
4. On the simulator based on the HPPN, optimize the policy parameters
to maximize the cumulative reward of the robotic guide using the CMA-
ES algorithm.
4.2. Data Acquisition
We conducted a data acquisition session for training our HPPN. Since it
is difficult to invite a sufficient number of blind participants, data were ob-
tained from non-disabled participants with blindfolded, which is also common
in previous robotic guide studies in [3, 15, 16]. In this session, 11 participants
(2 females and 9 males) between the ages of 20 to 26 years (M = 23.64, SD
= 1.67) were involved. All participants were right-handed and had no per-
ception deficiency, including vision or touch abilities. They were informed
in advance regarding the purpose of the experiment and were free to rest
when needed. During the session, blindfolded participants were instructed
to move under the guidance of the robot in an open indoor environment
without knowing the path of the robot in advance (Figure 3). In the indoor
environment, nine motion capture cameras were installed. Motion capture
markers were attached on the robot and the participants; therefore, robot
and human path data were collected with mm-level accuracy. Overall, the
following time-series data were acquired: i) sets of human and robot move-
ments, i.e., the change of the position and heading angle per timestep, ii)
kinetic forces and depth images, measured from the robot sensors and iii)
action commands given to the robot, i.e., goal speeds of the left and right
wheels, for each timestep.
We aimed at obtaining human data based on as much diverse robot move-
ments as possible, without drastic changes in the robot movements causing
discomfort in the participants. To do so, the robot randomly chose its own left
and right wheel speeds, but instead of changing the action for each timestep,
it set the action to be maintained for arbitrary timesteps. In detail, the ro-
tation speeds of the robot wheels were set between 2.5 to 5 rad/s (0.19 to
0.38 m/s), and the robot retained the action for 4 to 20 timesteps (for 1 to
5 s) before selecting the next action. This method allowed the robot to gen-
erate a smooth and diverse guidance route. One episode, which refers to one
full guidance of the robot moving with a participant, took an arbitrary time
of between 15 and 30 s. During the three-hour experiment, all participants
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Figure 3: Experiment setup for training data acquisition. A blindfolded participant follows
the robotic guide in an indoor environment with a motion capture system.
were involved in 140 episodes. In total, 1,507 episodes of data were acquired,
excluding data in which the robot and human paths were beyond the motion
capture range and were therefore not fully measured.
4.3. Human Path Prediction Network
We implemented an HPPN for our robotic guide based on long short-term
memory (LSTM) networks [47], an improved variant of an RNN. We extended
the structure of the model described in our previous work [29], which was
used to predict only the relative position of a person from a robot. Figure 4
(a) shows an overview of our network. Our network employs the following
input data: i) robot actions (two-dimensional), ii) kinetic forces applied to
the haptic device (two-dimensional), and iii) latent feature vectors of depth
images extracted from the pre-trained VAE (16-dimensional). We used the
VAE with the structure described in our previous work [48] to compress a
depth image with a pixel resolution of 640× 480 into a 16-dimensional vector.
Structurally, our network consists of two independent parts. One part
is only responsible for the movement of the robot, and the other part is
responsible for the movement of the user moving with the robot. The first
part (left side of Figure 4 (a)) uses the robot’s action only as an input, and
outputs the next robot movement, i.e., the change of the position and heading
per timestep, using two layers of the LSTM, which have eight hidden units
each. Unlike the first part, which only deals with robot-related data, the
second part (right side of Figure 4 (a)) focuses on predicting human motion
using both the robot action and the human response, namely the kinetic
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Figure 4: (a) Overview of our HPPN. The number of the circles in the box represents the
size of each data. (b) Schematic representations robot movement, human-robot relative
position and heading, and human movement. (c) The use of an HPPN as a simulator. The
expected human path can be obtained by inputting the sequence of the robot actions.
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Figure 5: Process by which our robotic guide determines the next action according to
the input data (current action, human response and goal path) and the policy parameters
optimized using the human path simulator in Figure 4 (c). The numbers in parentheses
indicate the dimensions of each data.
force and latent vector from the depth image. Two layers of LSTMs with
64 hidden units are used to predict the human-robot relative position and
heading at the next timestep. The network also predicts the next human
response to create a simulator that predicts human movements using only
the robot actions, as shown in Figure 4 (c), by applying a structure that
uses the predicted human response as a new input for the next timestep. We
applied a residual connection between the human response input and output,
and therefore the network only predicts the amount of change, thus enabling
more stable training. By obtaining robot movements in the first part and
human-robot relative positions and headings in the second part, we acquire
the predicted human movements as timestep progresses.
In detail, we used approximately 130K depth images in the training
dataset to train the VAE, which was trained for 200 epochs using an Adam
optimizer (learning rate of 0.001). For the HPPN, we trained the dual struc-
tures independently. By windowing the data with a size of 20 timesteps (i.e.,
5 s), approximately 100K time sequential data samples were used to train
the HPPN. Using the Adam optimizer at a learning rate of 0.01, the robot-
and human-related LSTM structures were trained for 500 and 80 epochs,
respectively.
4.4. Training of Robotic Guide on Simulator
We applied the CMA-ES method to train a robot policy with the gener-
ated episodes based on the human path simulator. The CMA-ES method is
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an evolutionary optimization algorithm that finds a solution that maximizes
the objective function of a particular problem. During every generation, the
method performs episodes with a population size of the candidate solutions
and develops candidate solutions in a way that yields a better objective func-
tion over a generation. We implemented our robot policy using parameters
that can be optimized using the CMA-ES method and defined rewards for
the robot that can be used as the objective function, as described in the
following sections. Using the human path simulator, a human path when
the robot moves based on the current policy with the given parameters can
be predicted. Under the CMA-ES method, the policy parameters improve
using the reward calculated from the predicted human path, and this process
is repeated to find the optimal policy parameters.
4.4.1. Robot Policy
During every timestep, our robotic guide determines the action to take
in the next timestep by passing a robot’s current feature vector through a
single linear layer as follows:
(next robot action) = W · (feature vector) + b,
where W and b represent the weight and bias of the linear layer, and are
the policy parameters optimized through the CMA-ES. The feature vector
of the robot consists of two major features, as shown in Figure 5. First, to
contain the motion information of the user and the robot over time, we used
the hidden state values of the LSTMs in the HPPN at the current timestep.
Because the LSTMs were designed to predict the next human movement and
affected by the sequential input data (robot actions and human responses),
the hidden states of the LSTMs will integrate this information and are useful
to reflect it in the robot’s next action. Second, the information of the goal
path that the user should walk along is provided to the robot to determine
the next action. Instead of using a full goal path directly, only the immediate
goal path for the current timestep is employed as the timestep passes. For this
purpose, the coordinate transformation and slicing processes are performed at
every timestep based on the predicted human position and heading obtained
from the HPPN.
The feature vector we used has a size of 176, which is obtained by flat-
tening the hidden state values of the LSTMs with a size of 144 (2 × 8 hidden
units + 2 × 64 hidden units) and the immediate goal path data consisting of
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16 two-dimensional points. The robot action determined through the policy
consists of three dimensions: the left motor speed, right motor speed, and
degree ranging from 0 to 1 to determine whether to stop (the robot stops if
the degree is over 0.5). Accordingly, our policy parameter has a size of 531,
including a weight matrix with a size of 3 × 176 and a three-dimensional
bias vector.
4.4.2. Reward
In this study, we set up two reward types: i) a reward that only considers
goal efficiency (referred to as G Only) and ii) a reward that also considers
how the robot comfortably guides the user in addition to the goal efficiency
(referred to as G + H ). In detail, the cumulative rewards of an episode based
on these two reward types were calculated as follows:
• G Only : This reward is determined based on the metrics related only to
the goal efficiency, i.e., the completion time and accuracy. As a metric
to measure the level of accuracy, the Fre´chet distance, which calculates
the similarity between two paths, was used to indicate how accurately
the user actually moved along the goal path. The total calculation
formula is as follows:
(cumulative reward) = −1× (completion time)
−100× (Fre´chet distance).
In addition, if the completion time exceeded the maximum timestep
(which we set to 100 timesteps), the episode was terminated and a
penalty of −500 was given.
• G + H : In addition to the metrics used for G Only, we applied human
motion smoothness to consider the comfort of the user. As a quan-
titative measure of the motion smoothness, we used the spectral arc
length [49]. The calculation formula is as follows:
(cumulative reward) = −1× (completion time)
−100× (Fre´chet distance)
+30× (spectral arc length of human path).
By setting up two different rewards as above and testing them through
user experiments, we indicated the following two aspects. First, our trained
15
Figure 6: Convergence of the cumulative reward of our robot policy trained using the
CMA-ES method with the G Only (left) and G + H (right) type rewards.
HPPN have the advantage of training numerous robot policies with various
characteristics by utilizing the fact that the simulator based on the HPPN
can generate countless virtual human paths. Second, observing the actual
performance of the two robot policies trained using the G + H reward, which
considers human convenience, and the G Only reward, which does not, the
generated episodes based on the HPPN can be deemed sufficiently effective
for the development of real-world human-centered robots.
4.4.3. Implementation Details
For the CMA-ES method, we set 32 population sizes for each generation,
which means that 32 different policy parameters were tested using the virtual
simulations from one generation. For each policy parameter, we simulated
16 episodes based on 16 randomly generated goal paths of 4 m in length,
and collected their average cumulative rewards. Figure 6 shows the robot
policy training results for each reward type using this CMA-ES method. As
a result of training applied until the objective functions of the best performer
converged, it took 219 generations for G Only, and 163 generations for G +
H. These figures indicate that 112,128 virtual episodes (219 × 32 × 16) were
conducted for G Only, and 83,456 (163 × 32 × 16) were conducted for G +
H. Considering that only 1,507 episodes were actually collected, our training
method shows that the ES approach can be applied with a notably better
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Figure 7: Goal paths used for the user test. All paths are 4 m long and created by adjusting
the number of curvatures from zero to three. By laterally inverting the goal paths except
for the straight line, seven goal paths were used for the user test.
sample efficiency.
5. User Test
We conducted a user test to validate our robotic guide trained with the
two reward types mentioned above. Eight participants (1 female and 7 males)
between 24 to 29 years of age (M = 25.75, SD = 1.48) were involved in the
user test. None of them participated in the training data acquisition session,
and all were right-handed and had no perception deficiency. Similar to the
preceding training session, each participant was blindfolded and instructed
to follow the robot’s guidance without knowing the path information. Using
the motion capture system, the precise path data of the participants were
collected with mm-level accuracy and employed to analyze the performance
of our robotic guide. Note that the motion capture system that generated
the ground truth was used only for the evaluation purpose during the user
test. The trained robot does not utilize any information from the motion
capture system when guiding the user.
While the robot was set to take randomly generated movements during
the training session, the trained robot policies were applied to guide the
participants to follow the goal path during this user test. To investigate
17
Figure 8: Overview of the baseline policy network.
the performance of the robotic guide according to the path complexity, we
generated various goal paths, controlling the number of curvatures in the
path. As depicted in Figure 7, we constructed 4 m long goal paths with zero
to three curvatures. By laterally inverting the three goal paths except for
the straight line, seven goal paths were used for the user test.
In this user test, three robot policies were evaluated: a baseline policy,
described below, and our two robot policies trained using the G Only and
G + H rewards. All participants conducted three episode trials for each of
the 21 pairs of robot policy-goal path. Accordingly, each participant of this
user test performed 63 episodes (7 goal paths × 3 robot policies × 3 trials)
during a 1.5 h long experiment. Because the order of each robot policy-goal
path pair was determined randomly, the participants were unable to know
what conditions they were currently being guided under.
5.1. Baseline Policy
As a baseline policy, we developed a neural-network-based model that
directly outputs the robot’s next action from input data, which is the best
way to train a robot with a limited amount of data and has shown effective
performance in recent studies [21, 50]. As mentioned earlier, the conventional
RL and ES methods suffer from the sample inefficiency problem. Thus, it
is evident that the training with those methods will not be completed us-
ing the very limited number of real-world data samples used in this study.
Therefore, a neural-network-based model, which can be trained using super-
vised learning even with the limited dataset we acquired, is implemented as
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Figure 9: Box plot showing the overall performance results of each robot policy.
our baseline policy. The performance of our training method based on the
proposed HPPN was compared with that of the baseline policy.
The baseline policy network consists of four LSTMs with eight hidden
units, as shown in Figure 8. The network has the same input (current robot
action, human response, and goal path) and output (next robot action) data
as the robot policy we presented in Figure 5. Because the training dataset
consists of the actual distances that a person moved rather than a goal path,
we delivered the goal path information in the form of target human move-
ments that the robot should guide. Accordingly, an additional process that
converts a given goal path into plausible target human movements is required
for the user test. For the processing, we set the target speed of the user to
0.36 m/s, which corresponds to the top 80% of the distribution of human
speeds obtained from the training dataset.
6. Results
We evaluated the performance of the robotic guide from two perspectives:
goal efficiency and user comfort. In terms of the goal efficiency, the comple-
tion time and path error were used as the evaluation metrics. The completion
time of the robot guidance was measured as the time taken from the start
to the stop of the robot. To quantify the path error, the Fre´chet distance
between the goal path and the actual path of the user was measured. For the
user comfort, we focused on how comfortable the user could move under the
guidance of the robot. A smooth movement of a person has been identified
as the result of minimized effort [51, 52]. Therefore, we utilized the spectral
arc length to measure the smoothness of the human movements.
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Figure 10: Samples of the user’s actual path following the robot with the baseline policy
and the G Only (left) and G + H (right) type policies. User paths during different trials
are distinguished by the line transparency.
Figure 9 shows box plots of the distributions of the above three metrics
measured during all episodes of the user test. Through the paired t-test (eight
participants), we verified whether one policy led to a significant difference
in the guidance performance over another. In terms of the completion time,
all three robot policies required a similar amount of time to guide the users.
Note that, during the user test applying the same goal path length, the
baseline policy consistently resulted in the same completion time. Because
a fixed target user speed was utilized for the baseline policy, a fixed-length
input data sequence was provided to the robot. Therefore, the robot with the
baseline policy ended the guidance after the same amount of time. In terms
of the path error, both the G Only and G + H type robot policies induced
significant decrease of path error compared to the baseline policy (t = 9.931,
p < 0.001 and t = 8.478, p < 0.001, respectively). No significant differences
were found between the G Only and G + H type robot policy (t = 1.361,
p = 0.216). In terms of the smoothness of the human motion, the results
of the G + H type policy significantly outperformed those of both the G
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Only type policy (t = 8.236, p < 0.001) and the baseline policy (t = 12.975,
p < 0.001), whereas the G Only type policy and the baseline policy did
not show a significant difference (t = 2.175, p = 0.066). This indicates
that our robot policy training method considering the motion smoothness is
sufficiently effective in inducing smooth movements of a real person.
Figure 10 shows samples of the user’s actual path when following the
robot using the baseline policy and that of our robot policies (G Only and
G + H ), which were collected during three trials conducted along the same
goal path. It is clearly shown that the user’s path is closer to the dotted goal
path, when using our robot policies. The oscillatory behavior of the user is a
natural response to stepping on the left and right foot and is also described
in [53]. The trajectory of the robot does not have this oscillation, which will
be shown in Figure 11.
6.1. How the Robot Adequately Guides Different Users
Our robotic guide was designed to reflect human multimodal response
data to better guide people to a goal path at each timestep. In other words,
the robot learns to recognize the user’s behavioral patterns and chooses the
best action based on the expected path of the user. We examined episodes
from the user test to see how our robotic guide adequately guides different
users.
Figure 11 shows the path samples of the robots and humans during
episodes in which the G Only type robot policy guided two different par-
ticipants to the same goal path. In Figure 11 (a), participants 1 and 6
showed different behavioral patterns in following the robot. Participant 1
tended to walk on the right side of the robot ahead, whereas participant 6
tended to walk on the left (as illustrated in the circle). Accordingly, our
robotic guide showed different path movements for each participant. When
guiding participant 1, the robot led to the left side of the goal path, and
when guiding participant 6, the robot led to the right side of the goal path,
consequently guiding the users closer to the goal path. These movements of
the robot also appeared in another episode (Figure 11 (b)). While guiding
along the same goal path, participant 2 walked along the left side of the
robot, and participant 5 followed almost the same path as the robot. Ac-
cordingly, the different guidance paths of the robot were observed, moving
toward the right side of the goal for participant 2, and moving as close as
possible toward the goal path for participant 5. These episodes show that our
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Figure 11: Path samples of the robot using the G Only policy when moving differently for
different participants for the same goal path. The illustrations in the circle depict which
side the users are on when following the robot for each path.
trained robot effectively learned the different behavioral patterns of humans
and chose adequate actions for different users.
6.2. How the Robot Comfortably Guides Users
During this user test, the G + H type robot policy showed a superior
smoothness of the human motion compared to the baseline and G Only type
policies. We further analyzed how the G + H type policy, which was trained
on virtual simulations, improved the motion smoothness of the actual users.
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Figure 12: Path samples showing how robots under the G Only and G + H type policies
behave differently for the same participant and the same goal path.
Our analysis proceeded in two ways, in terms of the actual guiding path and
the change in speed of the robot.
First, we compared the actual robot paths generated by the G Only and
G + H type robot policies for the same participants based on the two path
samples in Figure 12. In both path samples, we observed that the G +
H type robot gave up turning sharply and chose a less convoluted path,
although a sharp turn was required to follow the sharply turning goal path.
In Figure 12 (a), the G + H type robot rotated only slightly along the goal
path, whereas the G Only type robot rotated obviously toward the left along
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Figure 13: The mean velocity changes of the robot (top) and the user (bottom) before the
robot stops.
the goal path (as depicted by the red arrows). In addition, in Figure 12 (b),
the G + H type robot gave up the last turn and went straight, whereas the
G Only type robot moved along the goal path to the end (as depicted by
the red arrows). These examples demonstrate that the G + H type policy
learned to avoid sharp rotations that can lower the smoothness of the human
motion, even if a certain level of accuracy is lost. However, such movements
of the G + H type robot that noticeably reduce accuracy as in Figure 12
were rarely observed and, as shown in Figure 9, did not significantly reduce
guidance accuracy compared to the G Only type robot in general.
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For the second aspect, we analyzed for all three policies the mean veloc-
ities of the robot and the user for 20 timesteps (i.e., 5 s) before the robot
stopped, as shown in Figure 13. The analysis showed that there were no no-
ticeable differences between the baseline and G Only type policy; however,
the G + H type robot started decelerating earlier than the other two policies,
and gradually slowed down. The other two policies started the deceleration
of the robot at 8 to 10 timesteps prior to stopping, whereas the G + H type
policy started the deceleration at 12 to 14 timesteps before it stopped. Ac-
cordingly, the speed of the user following the robot also decreased early and
slowly under the G + H type policy as compared to the other two policies.
Consequently, this change in speed demonstrates that the G + H type policy
increased the smoothness of the human motion by learning its own gradual
slowdown process prior to stopping.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the HPPN, a neural network model that pre-
dicts next human movements with regard to robot actions, and the training
method based on the HPPN for robots that engage with human partners.
Our approach is valuable in that it can solve the sample inefficiency and
human safety issues raised when training robots that move with people. Ap-
plying our training method to the development of a robotic guide for those
with a visual impairment, we collected 1,507 real-world episodes, and then
generated more than 100,000 virtual episodes for the robot policy training.
The results of a user test indicate that our method is effective in training
robots to increase the guidance accuracy compared to the baseline method.
In addition, using our method, the robot learned how to provide adequate
guidance according to the human behavioral pattern and how to guide the
user comfortably. Currently, our robot estimates its own location based only
on the robot action commands used. If additional sensors are used to in-
crease the localization performance, more accurate guidance will be possible
over longer distances.
The proposed method is widely applicable to all robots and computing
machinery that physically interact with humans. In addition, our research
suggests an effective way of developing a human-centered robot. One of the
remarkable points of our work is that, by the reward shaping that considers
human comfort during the policy training process, our robot leads to an
improved smoothness in human motion without significant degradation in the
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guidance accuracy, as demonstrated during the user test. We envision that
our sample-efficient training method, which allows robot to learn both goal
efficiency and social intelligence based on the human model, will contribute
to the field of human-robot interaction.
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